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With the continuous development of the social economy, more and more attention has been paid to traditional cultures, such as
Chinese-style clothing, decoration, and furniture, and the publicity of traditional culture is also diverse. However, it should be
noted that the rise of short videos has promoted the diversification of traditional culture publicity methods. In this paper, data
mining technology and digital technology are introduced. By sorting out the content, publicity strategy, and emphasis of
traditional culture, and through correlation analysis, the audience of traditional culture has been wider, and the content has been
transmitted more, aiming to make more Chinese people love traditional culture and promote traditional culture. /e simulation
results show that data mining and digital technology are effective and can effectively promote the propaganda of short videos of
traditional culture.

1. Introduction

With the continuous development of the social economy,
traditional culture is more and more favored by people, such
as Chinese furniture, songs, and clothes [1, 2]. /e devel-
opment of digitalization and information technology has
promoted the continuous enrichment of the expression
forms of traditional culture, such as AR, VR, and short
videos. On the one hand, more people can understand the
traditional culture, such as the existing intangible cultural
heritage, and on the other hand, it also reflects the protection
and reuse of traditional culture by the country [3, 4]. In-
tangible cultural heritage culture, as a special traditional
culture, has gradually formed layered, comprehensive, and
diverse cultural values in the process of practical application,
which has ornamental value and economic value at the same
time. It is precisely because of these special attributes and
cultures that more Chinese people are keen on traditional
culture and also gradually set off the pursuit of traditional
culture publicity and digital forms of expression [5–7]. For
example, Mr. Fang Jinlong can play different music sounds

on a lute, which promotes the essence of Chinese traditional
culture. For example, the underwater Chinese wind
launched by Henan Satellite TV reflects the aestheticism and
beauty of traditional Chinese culture.

In the information age, the construction and develop-
ment of various short videos and information systems have
promoted the dissemination and development of traditional
culture to a certain extent [8, 9]. But it is worth the attention
that the traditional culture accumulated a lot of information
behind, that is, abundant data. If not for timely and effective
processing, the data will explode. /e growth of these data
cannot bring the accumulation of knowledge because of
excessive invalid data. It is therefore not possible to extract
effective information from existing data, such as recom-
mending the corresponding traditional cultural Chinese
wind song. /ese need more detailed recommendations to
better support digital traditional cultural expression forms.
In the actual application process, data mining technology
needs to be introduced to extract corresponding knowledge
so as to provide decision-making support for traditional
culture [10].
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According to these limitations and demands, this paper
introduced data mining technology and digital technology
through combing the content of traditional culture, tradi-
tional culture from the viewpoint of short video propaganda,
and analysis of how to innovate on technology. /ese data
are sufficient for data cleaning and data mining, to provide a
more accurate knowledge. It aims to promote traditional
culture from the perspective of new media.

2. Share the Overall Data Center Framework

For the new media conditions of traditional culture, the data
for normal short video propaganda are very important,
especially with the continuous development of mobile ter-
minals. Because of this, everyone can use the terminal to use
the traditional culture of short videos for the corresponding
videos, pictures, etc., but the information and multifarious
data do not implement effective knowledge organization.
Moreover, there is no better filtering and data sharing
[11, 12].

As for the user’s terminal, it is not the data source of
traditional cultural data. It is updated regularly by the fixed
traditional culture team, transferred through the data center,
and pushed to the hands of each user. /e user may only
have browsing permission and cannot modify, but they can
re-create the process.

Data sharing does not just reflect data information
browsing; more from the system, the comprehensive utili-
zation of various terminals for data; therefore, the need for
data cleaning, pretreatment, mining, shared data hungry,
analysis, and knowledge extraction helps choose the ap-
propriate method to build the rules of data mining, and
contact the actual situation. It can also provide corre-
sponding help for managers or decision makers [13, 14].

2.1. Overview of Decision Tree Algorithm. As for the decision
tree, it is essentially a learning algorithm of induction and
summary, which is a classification rule of the expression
form of the decision tree formed by calculation and synthesis
from a series of unorganized, unordered, and irregular data
groups. Generally, a decision tree is composed of nodes,
branches, and leaves. Each node corresponds to each at-
tribute. A leaf represents the corresponding category, and
the top layer of the tree represents the corresponding root
node. /e typical methods of the decision tree are more,
from the root node to the leaf node, forming each path
classification rule. /e decision tree method is usually used
to enhance the information of the attribute or other tree
structure through the study of the reduction of redundant
information, realize the continuous attributes of data pro-
cessing, and form the rule of incomplete treatment [15, 16].

2.2. Data Acquisition and Preprocessing. /e research in this
paper mainly adopts the relationship between the basic
evaluation of traditional culture and the evaluation results.
By establishing a corresponding evaluation model for tra-
ditional culture, experts are encouraged to have a clear

evaluation model. /e specific data are shown in Figures 1
and 2.

2.3.QualityEvaluationModelBasedon theC4.5DecisionTree.
Firstly, an appropriate decision tree model and algorithm are
selected to evaluate the publicity quality of short videos of
traditional culture in 2020. Specifically, 4000 evaluation data
are mined to extract the corresponding classification rules
which are as follows:

Rule 1: IF educational background�Doctoral degree
AND professional title� professor AND age
W50THEN the proportion of propaganda quality
evaluation of traditional culture short video is “excel-
lent” is 88.3%
Rule 2: IF educational background�master’s degree
AND professional title� engineer AND age >30THEN
the proportion of propaganda quality evaluation of
short videos of traditional culture is “excellent” is 84.6%
Rule 3: IF education� undergraduate AND profes-
sional title� assistant engineer AND age W25 /e
proportion of traditional culture short video publicity
quality evaluation is “excellent” is 91.6%

2.4. Interpretation and Practical Application of the Rules.
As can be seen from the classification rules, more young
people love traditional culture and prefer to promote it in the
form of short videos, so as to realize the reuse, reprocessing,
and redisplay of traditional culture.

For the mapping model of association rules, through the
classification of uniform rules for building, the first is the
father and son node level classification, which is geared to
the needs of complex relationships, not simply defined by
the relationship between the father and the son node di-
rectly. /e need to build a more complex mapping model
reaction and, at the same time, using the hierarchical re-
lations are defined, combined with the actual demand. /e
corresponding mapping model is constructed and assumed.

Definition 1. Set the corresponding association rule map-
ping model as a tuple, defined by five factors.

Firstly, the corresponding mapping model concept book
is constructed, and the specific data-based relationship is
shown in Figure 3.

After building the corresponding mapping model, it is
necessary to carry out associated mapping to the data,
followed by data analysis, to build a one-to-one mapping
relationship and realize the correlation and mapping be-
tween data structure and data.

Definition 2. Set the corresponding associated mapping
model, use the mapping function for automatic mapping,
and set the corresponding set, where

(1) Initialize the concept set of association rules, and
make it clear that it is an infinite set

(2) Initialize the relation set in the association rule,
which is also an infinite set
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For the mapped database node, it performs overall
filtering through different expressions to realize the effi-
ciency of keyword retrieval and improve the efficiency of
associated results. /e specific process is shown in
Figure 4.

Corresponding association rule data mining is charac-
terized by finding association rule relations between mini-
mum confidence and minimum support according to
attribute items [17, 18].

If A and B are item sets, A ⊂ I and B ⊂ I, and dynamic
association rules can be calculated using formula (1), as
shown as follows:

S(A∪B)i �
f(A∪B)i

Di




, (i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , n{ }), (1)

where f(A∪B)i
is the number of A∪B occurrences in the data

subset Di(i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , n{ }), and |Di| is the number of things
in Di. If the support degree of rule A⇒B is set as S, formula
(2) can be used for calculation, as shown as follows:

S � S(A∪B) �
f(A∪B)

M
� 

n

i�1

f(A∪B)i

M
, (2)

where M is the number of transactions in D.

3. How to Innovate Traditional Cultural
Content in Short Video Platform

As for short videos, they have become an emerging form of
expression in recent years, especially in the current popular
mobile devices. Using short videos to carry out traditional
cultural innovation is one of the most important forms of
expression. On the one hand, original short videos can retain
the authenticity of traditional culture and avoid the effects of
documentaries. On the other hand, real traditional culture
can be boldly expressed through the combination of virtual
and reality, interesting culture and various carriers, so that
more people can understand traditional culture, production
technology, and important history and culture.

But for a short video platform, to carry out publicity and
innovation of traditional culture form, two ways can be
followed: on the one hand, in the form of a short video to
show and give an audience broader, more traditional cul-
tural and more rich content; on the other hand, it can retain
more traditional culture carriers, better and more excellent
records of the implementation of the culture, preventing the
cultural discontinuity and disappearance.

/e use of new media platforms focused on the form of
the traditional culture helps carry on the important feature
of the process; the content is more intuitive and decreases
the difficulty of the corresponding to imitate its specific
content. /is makes the traditional culture making process
more relaxed and more intuitive, further cause the enthu-
siasm of the audience, which in turns increase the love of the
traditional culture. At the same time, it strengthens the
spread of the traditional cultural character, highlighting the
fun of traditional culture.

In addition, the use of new media short videos can also
introduce traditional culture to the campus and help pass the
concept of traditional culture to the next generation.

3.1. Content Fragmentation and Typification of Short Video
Platform. For the moment, short video content is too
fragmented and typifying too. Although there is a lot of
hanfu, or Chinese-style furniture to let more foreigners,
foreigners can understand the corresponding Chinese tra-
ditional culture, including Chinese kung fu, but for deeper
level understanding, the historical origin is difficult to
contact. /erefore, for the short video advertising, it should
focus more on its real connotation, rather than simply push,
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Figure 1: Basic information of evaluators of traditional culture
short video publicity.
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Figure 2: Evaluation results of short videos of traditional culture.
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so that people can understand the traditional culture in a
better and more complete way, and avoid the defects of
information transmission. For example, some foreigners are
very curious about traditional cultures such as hanfu and
Chinese kung fu, but often these people only stay on the
surface when they come into contact with these traditional
cultures and do not have a deep understanding. /e short
video platform can give these foreigners the opportunity to
understand Chinese traditional culture and make complex
things as vivid as possible. For example, there will be various
types of special cuisine and handicrafts on Douyin, plus the
combination of some of the abovementioned music has
given traditional culture more agility, and more and more
foreigners have begun to appreciate the beauty of China’s
traditional culture. For example, the production process of
Xi’an Roujiamo has been praised by many people. Some
people’s understanding of Xi’an may be from this short
video. In the production process of the short video, it is
necessary to select some essential content and the playing
time of the short video. It is very short, so the producer must

publish the essentials to quickly attract the attention of the
viewers in a short time, otherwise the rough content may be
directly ignored by the viewers.

3.2. 6e Form of Short Video Platform Has Freshness. In the
actual process of newspaper advertising, the audience’s
participation is low. A short video can cause corresponding
interactive. /e user can navigate through the barrage,
publish their views, and also find a corresponding short
video author to communicate with the point of collision.
/is kind of instant participation can improve the quality of
the content of the short video and also get the audience more
involved in the short video creation./rough the integration
of viewpoints, the traditional culture is further promoted
and the concept is further innovated.

On the basis of traditional AR (augmented reality
technology) and VR (virtual reality technology), MR (mixed
reality technology) further establishes an interactive loop
between the virtual world, the real world, and the user. /is
technology introduces real-world scene information into the
virtual environment, and users can participate in all aspects
of creation in real time during use and can apply for and join
all the links they are interested in tomeet the diverse needs of
different people. In the project “Research on the Innovation
of Confucian Cultural Expressions under the Leadership of
MR Skill Tension,” the focus is on the spread and application
of traditional Chinese culture represented by Confucian
culture under various new media technologies. At the be-
ginning of the project research, reading a large number of
domestic and foreign documents and Confucian classics, it
can be seen that Confucian culture mostly uses text re-
cording and inheritance, and there are few three-dimen-
sional recording methods such as images and sounds. /e
text communication method has certain limitations in in-
ternational communication. In the process of exporting, due
to the lack of corresponding cultural heritage, many cultural
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Figure 3: Tree structure of the association rule mapping model.
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recipients have no sense of cultural identity, which is not
conducive to the inheritance and dissemination of Confu-
cian culture and excellent Chinese culture. /is is the so-
called “cultural discount” phenomenon, that is, the con-
tradiction between the localized culture and the foreign
context, and the cultural discount leads to the weak output of
the localized culture. Because people have different cultural
backgrounds and cultural aesthetics, when reading a cultural
work, the cognitive ability, understanding, and attractive-
ness will be greatly reduced due to different cultural
backgrounds. In recent years, China’s independent anima-
tion industry has developed rapidly, and a large number of
excellent domestic animations have emerged, such as
“Nezha” and “Big Fish Begonia,” which have promoted the
development and maturity of animation production
methods. In the production of the short animation “Xiao Li
Shuo,” derived from the script of the project “/e Son of the
Plow,” the script design was completed, and the design of the
representative IP “Qu Xiao Li” of Qu Normal University was
perfected, as well as various background designs and color
designs. /e animation completed the dubbing work and
integrated into the short story animation “Xiao Li Shuo.”

3.3. Taking Advantage of the Social Features of Short Video
Platforms. Excellent traditional culture must attract more
people’s attention if it wants to be promoted. Short video
platforms are very social and can spread quickly among
people. Some short video platforms will have a lot of popular
video below the user message. /ese people will commu-
nicate feelings after watching a short video and discuss the
production of video content, and even some viewers will
imitate some actions in the video. As a result, the popularity
to make a short video will continue to increase. More and
more video viewers and creators will be involved. /e
promotion of traditional culture will also be more extensive.
Our government also has cooperation withmany short video
platforms, even on the trill platform which launched the
government’s official trill accounts./e government has also
called for more andmore people to participate in short video
production, using advanced computer technology and new
media technology to produce more high-quality short
videos, promoting the development of China’s traditional
cultural heritage.

3.4. Using Scientific and Technological Advantages to Improve
Image Quality. In short videos, the requirement for content
quality is higher and need to be produced in a short time
where the main body of a short video content is in line with
the traditional culture; therefore, under the existing tech-
nical support, they can make use of existing technology to
further simulation and display the charm of traditional
culture, such as unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) technology
and VR/AR technology content quality improvement.

3.5. Innovating the Expression of Traditional Culture. /e
single propaganda method of traditional culture can no
longer meet the needs of everyone. /erefore, it is necessary

to further increase interesting culture in the process of
traditional culture inheritance, improve the vitality of tra-
ditional culture, grasp the essence of traditional culture, and
make full use of the existing science and technology to carry
forward.

Most traditional cultures are traditional memories that
people feel unfamiliar with, such as making bows and ar-
rows. /ese methods are rarely seen in people’s lives and
young people know very little. Most young people even feel
that these methods are useless and have little to do with their
lives. At present, young people are still the main force of
short video platforms. Most of the producers and viewers of
short video platforms are young people. In order to spread
traditional culture on short video platforms on a large scale,
it must adapt to the aesthetics of young people. Video
producers should pay attention to the trend of online
popularity and add some fashion elements to the production
of traditional cultural short videos. For example, some
special effects or online language can be added to short
videos to promote our country’s traditions in a more
modern and youthful way. By presenting the content of
traditional culture in a more interesting way, only then can
more and more people love traditional culture.

A high-quality short video must have a time control
concept. /e high-quality short video has a very strong
ability to absorb information and can directly capture the
consumer demand of the target consumer. However, most of
the workers who promote traditional culture do not have the
experience of learning professional photography and
shooting skills. Many people shoot casually. /e quality of
many traditional cultural communication videos is very low,
and there is no distinctive creative style, which cannot attract
the audience. Although the threshold of many short video
platforms is low, everyone can publish it with just one shot,
but if there is no correct concept of user needs and the short
video produced is not carefully designed, it is difficult to
attract people’s attention and it is impossible to produce
high-quality works. Promoters who want to grasp the tra-
ditional cultural short video production skills in a short
period of time must understand the communication char-
acteristics of the short video platform and combine these
characteristics to produce short videos. In the short video
production process, various measures should be taken to
attract viewers. It can form their own unique style, at the
same time, short video producers can also hire some pro-
fessional teams to operate their own short videos and en-
hance the vitality of short videos through cooperation.

Many short video platforms have opened a number of
traditional cultural production accounts. /ese accounts
rarely post content and have very few viewers. As a
cultural institution, the government has the responsibility
to promote the excellent local traditional culture and
should take the lead in promoting the local traditional
culture. /e participation of official institutions can drive
more people to participate in the army of traditional
culture promotion. /e government can also cooperate
with some short video platforms and sign agreements. /e
two can make reasonable plans in the traditional pro-
paganda process and plan some high-quality. /e
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government can hire some inheritors of intangible cul-
tural heritage to join in the short publicity video, to
provide a platform for the inheritance of traditional
culture, and to call on more capable people to participate
in it and contribute to the construction of the hometown.
/is new type of cooperation model is more conducive to
the promotion of traditional culture, and it is also con-
ducive to the establishment of a positive city image.

4. Simulation Experiment

How to evaluate the quality of the short video publicity
system of traditional culture is also an important sign to test
the effectiveness of short video publicity, especially for a
large number of third-party evaluation data to carry out
corresponding digital technology and data mining and fully
extract and dig out the connection.
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Figure 5: Evaluation of traditional culture.
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4.1. Overview of Association Rule Mining Algorithms. For
association analysis, it is necessary to delete and extract
support by discovering the relationship hidden among the
data and setting the corresponding confidence interval and
the threshold value.

4.2. Data Acquisition and Preprocessing. /rough the eval-
uation of 4000 traditional culture short video publicity
systems as data sources, corresponding samples are selected,
as shown in Figure 5, where each record represents a
transaction. Correlation data mining analysis is to study the
association analysis of multiple attributes and objects.

As can be seen from the evaluation of traditional culture
in Figure 5, ideal results cannot be obtained directly if
mining is carried out directly, and corresponding results
need to be comprehensively expressed to achieve correlation
analysis.

4.3. Correlation Analysis. After the corresponding data
preprocessing and data cleaning, using the corresponding
rules of decision tree analysis, initialization, setting up
corresponding support (set to 0.25), the confidence level (set
to 0.65), and the largest data set (3), through the

corresponding rules mining, the specific process as shown in
Figure 6.

/rough the corresponding rules, it can be found that
the corresponding Chinese-style songs have higher evalu-
ation quality and more audiences like them, more than 85%.
For furniture with Chinese style, only 40% of people like it.
/erefore, simulation experiments verify the effectiveness of
data mining and digital technology.

Development of the traditional cultural products (based
on AR technology) has the advantage of experience. A
construct example of “cultural tourism products online
experience exhibition center,” focusing on display and
showing that those based on AR technology are the de-
velopment of cultural tourism products, using the experi-
ential marketing strategy to carry out the experience type of
promotional activities so as to attract tourists to buy
(consumption) cultural tourism products.

Any AR data in the database are as follows:

Mi � S1, S2, . . . , Sms . (3)

Sentence length sequence Li � {L1, L2, . . ., LMS}. For the
data fragment G with ml length to be retrieved, the image
fragment set H of candidate AR is defined as follows:

H � Si + Si+1 + · · · + Sj li + li+1 + · · · + lj − ml
�����

�����≤ εH (1≤ i≤ j≤ k) . (4)

Among them, εH is the self-set length tolerance
threshold, that is, the range of minimum length difference
between two AR image fragments for comparison.

5. Conclusions

As archaeology, cultural relic protection and other fields
receive more and more attention, the carrier of traditional
culture is gradually favored by people, but how to carry
out short video propaganda of traditional culture, so that
more ordinary people receive more traditional culture is
extremely important. By introducing digital technology,
this paper tries to display traditional culture with modern
technology. /e data mining technology is used to sort out
the content, publicity strategy, and publicity focus of
traditional culture. /rough correlation analysis, the
audience of traditional culture is wider and the content
has been transmitted more widely, aiming to make more
Chinese people love traditional culture and promote
traditional culture. /e simulation results show that data
mining and digital technology are effective and can ef-
fectively promote the propaganda of short videos of
traditional culture.
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